
   
         

 
 

   
            

      
  

           
       

              
        

              
       

  

         
             

        
        

        
              
                  

       
               
      

          
               

       
   

       

  

                   
        
              

     

  

        
    

  

          
       

              
       

       
            

                 
             

 

  

 
 
 
 
 

  
  

1 2015 Campus Climate Survey: Undergraduate Students: 
h1: What do you think is working well at NC State to support diversity on campus?

Open-End Comments (Topic: Diversity is Overemphasized) 

h1 Race Gender 
Diversity at NC State is adequately addressed time and time again, so much so, that it gets a bit repetitive. But, nevertheless, NC 
State is doing a great job, and the campus experience and climate would be very different without it. 

AfAmer/Black Male 

I think all the publicity of it is working as well as the outreach and programs. This is not going to stop people though. Hispanic/Latino Male 
Too much diversity propaganda, tone it down Hispanic/Latino Trans 
I feel like diversity should always be promoted, encouraged, and supported, but that people who lack diversity should not be put 
down because of it. In reference to the issues of sexual assault on campus, I believe that often a list of resources is given to 
contact if anything happens or if someone is a victim, but that a list is all that is provided. There should be an active force on 
campus working to stop these things from happening and working to actively encourage people to utilize the resources available. 

White Female 

I believe NC State really lets students know about the resources that are available to them. If I ever had a problem, I would not 
hesitate to contact any of the offices mentioned in this survey. / / Most importantly, I think NC State is pushing diversity too hard. 
In one of my introductory courses freshman year, we had to break into groups and discuss scenarios that dealt with race and sex. 
We were all groaning about the task, because those scenarios are tired, overdone, and single races out. However, three of the 
loudest critics were Muslim students. They too were upset about the assignment, and wondered why we had to do it. "Why do we 
have to do this?" they asked. "We go to NC State - this is about the most diverse place on earth." I have always hated diversity 
assignments because they don't teach you anything, and I always thought it was because I was white and they never applied to 
me. But hearing three ethnically and religiously diverse students complain about the same assignment made me realize that I didn't 
hate them because I was white - I hated them because they're stupid. This is NC State. We are diverse, and we are a community. 
We don't need a required diversity course or an assignment to tell us that. Interacting with students of different backgrounds are 
skills you learn regardless of the subject matter, and can be learned in and out of the classroom. I believe the university places 
too much emphasis on one race or another as trends go on - a truly diverse place would not care about your race or religion, they 
would only care about you as a person. My challenge to NC State is to stop making things about one specific demographic, and 
instead focus on making us better people, and better citizens of this great state and country. A community based on good morals 
is what we need - not a community focused on minority statistics. 

White Female 

I was fortunate to interact with my direct supervisor while working on campus whom is a great advocate for diversity and 
inclusion. My positive experiences have helped me recognize that hiring employees that act as student mentors makes a huge 
difference in a student's perception on diversity. Affirmative action items such as the DIVE program offered through Outdoor 
Adventures promotes a culture of inclusion and open communication to educate others. 

White Female 

I think their should be more emphasis on political/religious/philisophical diversity and less on race/gender/ethicity. / / I think global 
knowledge/culture courses are more relavant than American diversity studies. 

White Female 

"Diversity" is a made up concept that supports racism. I think the best way to support a diverse yet fair campus is to STOP 
focusing on race. If this school, or country, or honestly this world, wants to see an end to racism then we need to stop looking at 
the color of skin. We need to choose to ignore it because if you want it to not matter then you need to stop acting like it does. It 
shouldn't matter whether I am male or female. It shouldn't matter if I am white, black, brown, caramel, rainbow. If this school is 
to support "Diversity" then it supports focusing on race. On college applications there should be no section for me to enter my 
race. It should all be on my qualifications. Do I have the skills, knowledge and ability to succeed in this program? Yes? Perfect, 
they are accepted. What happens however is... do we have enough of all the different races in this program? no. Okay, let 
those of different skin color in the program in order to make it more "diverse" therefore not letting those more qualified in. / It 
needs to STOP. 

White Female 
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2 2015 Campus Climate Survey: Undergraduate Students: 
h1: What do you think is working well at NC State to support diversity on campus?

Open-End Comments (Topic: Diversity is Overemphasized) 

h1 Race Gender 
NC State continues to put forth effort in establishing a diverse campus. However, several classes I have taken make it very clear 
that diversity is just another component that needs to be met. It frustrates me to take course like this because I know that the 
university is attempting to claim that they have classes that teach on the topics and ideas of diversity but in reality the real world is 
much, much different than anything learned in a textbook. Sometimes I am also frustrated because I feel that workers are not 
capable of doing their job because they may speak little to no English but I cannot say that without sounding as if I am speaking 
out against diversity. NC State is not a very diverse main campus. It seems that majority of students that are a different race than 
me are athletes or living on Centennial campus. I think the effort to create a more diverse campus is a great idea and State should 
continue to work towards that goal. NC State needs to stop forcing diversity in classroom settings,online surveys, etc. and start 
taking actions rather than collecting data or discussing the concepts or ideas of diversity. 

White Female 

I think we are doing too much to support diversity on campus. The resources could be used better in other areas to improve our 
campus. 

White Female 

Hosting all campus events that promote diversity is helpful. It is a casual way to learn about diversity, and it allows for students to 
learn about diversity in a more relaxed environment without it being shoved down their throats. 

White Female 

NC Strives to make all students feel welcome, regardless of background White Female 
Multicultural programs such as the Tunnel of Oppression or Sexual Assault Awareness Month or Islam Awareness events. 
However, a lot of these events are self-selecting. People who are already supportive of diversity are the ones going, while the 
ignorant people who choose to discriminate and do not want to change ignore the events, or even criticize them. I support these 
issues being talked about in class and forcing students to think about them, eventually leading to understanding and acceptance. 

White Female 

There is such a large push for diversity that the students that aren't deemed diverse enough are often left out. Its fine if those 
students are driven and could care less about diversity, but a lot of white middle class males get left out of supportive services. 
This is starting to creep into the white middle class females as well. If NCSU is going to strive for diversity we need to also strive 
for equality, or what is the point? 

White Female 

I think they present to the campus, but enforcing it and actually seeing at every inch of campus is going to need help. I still see 
people clump in groups and not diversing amongst one another because those events usually only attract those from that group 
specified. A way to improve it would be to open the event like Diversity week where we have representatives from all cultures, 
genders, and sexualities instead of GLQT event, and African American event and Women In Science- more. It should be all 
Genders in Science- if that makes sense. It allows for more chance to intermingle and learn about other cultures. 

White Female 

The information is readily available in many areas for students, but it is borderline overabundant and has a very intense focal point 
that I think does help, but can be too much at times. 

White Female 

I think that the university spend a lot of their resources on diversity on covering their bases so they don't get in trouble. There is 
still a lot of discrimination among student mostly but among staff as well that hinders the student body. I feel as though most of 
the discrimination is because of religious differences. I feel as though some aspects of diversity are being shoved down students 
throats and tolerance is being spoken about by very intolerant people. 

White Female 

N/A as diversity is pushed on students, although as a transfer student I have not had to deal with it too much. White Female 
NC State is extremely accommodating and welcoming to diverse students, faculty members, et cetera. The current programs, 
clubs, events, and organizations on campus perform superbly. 

White Female 
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3 2015 Campus Climate Survey: Undergraduate Students: 
h1: What do you think is working well at NC State to support diversity on campus?

Open-End Comments (Topic: Diversity is Overemphasized) 

h1 Race Gender 
I think that NC State has done a great job of making it known that the campus is all about diversity. However, because I am white 
Christian female, I often feel that NC State isolates people who align with my religion and race. It is so intent on making minorities 
feel at home that it sometimes makes white Christians feel like we are intolerant and that people do not have to respect our race or 
religions like they do for others on campus. For example in one of my classes a student even said during an open classroom 
discussion how much she hated Christianity and how she thought that it was so stupid and thinks that it is foolish for people to 
practice Christianity. The instructor did nothing and she had no repercussions for this statement that anyone in the class was 
aware of. I do not blame the teacher though because I understand that it is a hard situation to be in and he probably did not know 
what to do. However, I feel as if I said these things about another religion, I would have been sent to student conduct and or 
expelled. / I understand that we do have freedom of speech, but I do not feel that NC State always makes it clear what is 
inappropriate and appropriate and does always take the appropriate measures to let students know this. I also feel that the 
students of Pi Kappa Phi fraternity were treated unfairly after that incident. I do not think the contents of the book were 
appropriate in any way and I do not stand behind them. However, as horrible as some of the comments were, these students 
technically never broke a law and NC State pretty much through them to the wolves. NC State should have worked with the 
National Pi Kappa Phi fraternity to ensure that separate diversity measures were taken for this organization. Instead, NC State did 
not stand behind their students, nor looked out for the safety of those in Greek organizations. Several women in my sorority were 
harassed by reporters because NC State did not know how to control the situation and keep student safety and well being a top 
priority. they also made sure these men were removed from their housing within such a short period of time. That was way to 
harsh. As a member of the greek community, I feel as though I have been discriminated against countless time for my 
organizational affiliation. NC State does not help this image by lumping every organization in with the bad behavior that a few 
individuals have done. I have also felt discrimination for my greek affiliation by faculty and other non-Greek students as well. 

White Female 

Not very well. You're pushing it down people's throats and then not providing adequate information. White Female 
I honestly don't really see that much of a problem with diversity at NC State except for a couple of instances on social media when 
hateful comments were made towards certain groups. I think the majority of students are accepting of others, which is what 
matters. It's hard to get everyone literally on the same page, because you are always going to have those few individuals who 
make everyone else look bad. That being said, I think NC State is focusing a little too much on diversity. But if the university would 
like to improve, I think it's the students who need to come up with ideas for promoting diversity - not the faculty. They know more 
about what it's like when they interact with others in and out of the classroom and what gets people to listen. 

White Female 

I think diversity is stressed too much at NC State to the point that it pushes people to feel excluded if they are not in one of these 
groups that OIED promotes or that is considered to be "diverse." I am your standard Caucasian female and there are times 
where I feel like I am the minority because of the strong emphasis on diversity as it relates to other racial and ethnic groups. I 
believe that everyone should be made to feel equal, not as inferior because of their gender, race, or ethnicity. The overemphasis 
on diversity can have a reverse effect on people also. 

White Female 

I think NCSU is supportive of diversity. They're doing more than enough to ensure that students are supported by a safe 
environment. I am an open, understanding individual who respects people of all different backgrounds. I am honestly tired of all the 
talk about diversify and inequalities, as well as the accusations of racism and other discriminations. It is very inconsistent. I think a 
large reason for the presence of discrimination is because people will not stop talking about it. The color of one's skin, the choice 
of one's sexuality, and other aspects of one's background are just descriptions and characteristics that should not need all of this 
attention and awareness. If we can just respect everyone on an equal playing field, there shouldn't be a problem. 

White Female 

Educational lessons on privilege and discrimination within classes. Also, events that are centered around minority culture, but 
include everybody. 

White Female 

I think the awareness and events are helpful. I would try to promote it so it is more appealing for others to stop by the event. White Female 
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4 2015 Campus Climate Survey: Undergraduate Students: 
h1: What do you think is working well at NC State to support diversity on campus?

Open-End Comments (Topic: Diversity is Overemphasized) 

h1 Race Gender 
I enjoy seeing all of the diversity events, but I dont think its necessary to keep shoving the idea of diversity down everyone's 
throat. We are more or less forced to interact with a diverse student body in each of our classes. I already speak to students of 
diverse backgrounds/races/beliefs without being told to. 

White Male 

You need to stop worrying about diversity. If you want discrimination to end, stop talking about it and stop giving me a reason to 
dislike it. You cram diversity down my throat to the point to where I find it sickening. Political correctness is destroying the 
university and people need to learn how to call things like they see it and to face criticism head on. That's the way the real world 
works. 

White Male 

I'm enrolled in the physics program. I particularly appreciate how many of my professors are women. I also like that many of the 
professors I've had are foreign, but this doesn't work as well in giant lecture halls. The smaller PY 252 class I took with Dr. 
Mehta was great because she's great. Also, if I had trouble understanding anything she said (sometimes accents get in the 
way), I felt comfortable asking her after class because the class was small enough that she knew who I was. The COURSE that 
I took with NAME, on the other hand, was terrible. He'd spend three or four hours a week lecturing to an auditorium with literally 
hundreds of people in it, through a terrible microphone, and I had no idea what he was saying. It was really bad; his handwriting 
was illegible, and the class was too large for me to ask for clarification. I'd have to shout 'WHAT'S THAT EXPONENT 
SUPPOSED TO BE???' across a giant auditorium, and that's not something I want to stop class for. Anyway, I guess what I'm 
getting at is: Diverse professors: a really important, good thing ! Giving professors with thicker accents giant 
classes that they have to teach with microphones: a stupid plan 

White Male 

NC State is very welcoming. It feels inclusive to people regardless or race/ethnicity/religion White Male 
I believe the focus on diversity is a waste. Diversity wouldn't get this much attention if people in society were truly equal. I think 
the world should stop being so fed up with diversity and just look at others equally. This much attention to diversity is a waste of 
time and resources. Let's stop feed people all of this liberal heartwarming stuff and just accept others. 

White Male 

I'm not sure if there is anything working well. I think that diversity has been pushed too far and it has been confused with other 
things. I believe that those in this community who are pushing diversity are using it as a cover to influence decisions and actions 
made in the community. I do not feel comfortable in this community as a heterosexual white male, and I feel like I am judged for it. 

White Male 

This school puts to much emphasis on trying to increase diversity on campus. Lowering the standard in order to have 
underrepresented minorities more represented on this campus will not lead to more respect, it will lead to less. We notice when a 
students ethnicity is given more weight in various processes then it should. When students earn their admission to this school 
through academic achievement, then they will be respected by other students. When they lack the academic abilities of their peers 
and are given more incentives to attend this school, they are less respected. 

White Male 

I believe NC State University has grossly overemphasized on diversity for cultural/ethnic/religious/sexual groups and by doing so 
has created an environment where students (from my experience the conservative white population) who have no opinion on 
diversity or disagree with the opinion of another group are attacked and labeled as "racist", "sexist", "infidel" or "homophobic" 
when that is not the case at all. From my experiences, anything related to diversity is tolerable on campus except for any opinion 
or comment from conservatives, Christians, or Caucasians. This makes me feel uncomfortable around others that are different 
from me because I feel that no matter what I do or say, if it isn't another group's belief or opinion I am wrong and will be labeled 
with a derogatory term or shunned because of my beliefs. 

White Male 

You have a lot of Indians and eastern Asians. Both groups are very secular. If I want to hang out with one of my Asian friends, 
he/she is okay with it unless they're with their other Asian friends. 

White Male 
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5 2015 Campus Climate Survey: Undergraduate Students: 
h1: What do you think is working well at NC State to support diversity on campus?

Open-End Comments (Topic: Diversity is Overemphasized) 

h1 Race Gender 
I dont go to main campus often. I usually go to Centennial but I havent noticed much that supports diversity openly. I never 
thought this was an issue that should really be dealt with by NC State. I believe state should be supportive of diversity and other 
races/genders/etc and should have someone for anyone to talk to and available support groups. However, I dont believe its the 
university's job to teach people how to feel about other people. I think college in general and meeting people should develop a 
person appropriately, and the childrens parents prior to coming to college. College is something I pay for to get an education. I 
dont mind learning about diversity and its importance, but if my curriculum isnt supposed to focus on that, then I dont believe much 
should be added to my coursework to focus on that. It's something a person should learn as they grow up. Also it costs a boat load 
of money to pay for extra classes and credit hours (if you go beyond your required hours in undergraduate degrees), something I 
personally wouldn't appreciate having wasted unless it was my own fault when my education is something I am paying for. 

White Male 

Extremely long surveys White Male 
Overall, I feel that NCSU spends too much time addressing diversity to the point that differences among groups become larger. White Male 
I'm gay, and outside of Greek life, I've never felt victimized for my sexuality. I was blackballed from a fraternity for being gay, but I 
would vehemently defend their right to blackball me; we should have a right to choose whom we interact with. / / I do want to call 
out NC State's response to the journal with insensitive, yet innocuous, jokes from PKP. While I do not know anyone in PKP, to me 
it is utterly reprehensible that a fraternity was kicked off campus for what they had written in a PRIVATE journal, and that they 
were even expected to apologize for it. We should never have to apologize for our private thoughts (but the girl who broadcast the 
private journal should), and it sets an incredibly dangerous precedent that NC State feels that we should be punished for what we 
express in private forums. I now know not to keep a private journal, for if it were to be found, I fear that I could be held 
accountable for it, even if nothing I said was threatening or hateful (no reasonable individual would label the anecdotes in PKP's 
journal as threatening). As soon as free, nonthreatening expression is stifled, PC culture has gone too far. 

White Male 

I think the students handle pretty well on their own and do not need the university forcing classes on our degree in these study 
areas. 

White Male 

Just let everyone work together in classes, student organizations, athletics, and other extracurricular activities. I have learned 
more about other types of people from being in class with them then anything else. NC State tries to force diversity on everyone 
and that is not the correct way to go about things. I took an US Diversity class and it was AWFUL, literally one of the worse 
classes ever. Although the instructor was polite she seemed to just talk about how bad white people treat other races, which 
really just left a bad taste in my mouth about diversity as a whole. I LOVE NC State, but it needs to stop trying to force diversity 
on everyone and focus on being the best academically that it can be. 

White Male 

I think clubs and groups (NOT fraternities) are a good way to integrate. I think diversity is something that should be embraced, but 
not emphasized because most people's set conceptions are based upon their upbringing; ie - I was raised to tolerate everyone 
and love everyone equally, but a racist guy in my class isn't suddenly going to have a breakthrough moment when working with a 
black peer if he was raised to not view them equally. I love that you guys try to shine light on the situation, but I think by the time 
we are in a college setting you either have learned how to embrace everyone equally, or are too set in your prejudiced views. 
That is why I believe there is too much emphasis on getting a diverse student body - let the students who are best qualified and 
want to be here be the ones attending school; it makes a productive and efficient society for all of us. Don't just accept hoodlums 
to the school to increase diversity. Having said that, I love the community at NCSU and have had nothing but good things to say 
about everyone I have encountered here in the past 4 years. 

White Male 

Pushing too far one way limits the diversity. Being inclusive does not mean putting down a majority. White Male 
Stop forcing it down our throats. M100, which is a required course for PCOM students, basically made segregation worse by only 
acknowledging that it is occurring for only the most common minorities. 

White Male 
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6 2015 Campus Climate Survey: Undergraduate Students: 
h1: What do you think is working well at NC State to support diversity on campus?

Open-End Comments (Topic: Diversity is Overemphasized) 

h1 Race Gender 
NC State claims to be against any racism or negative comments based on race. NC State also successfully singles out all 
minority students by forcing them to take diversityclasses. 

White Male 

NC State is doing a fine job of promoting diversity. I think the best way for students to understand that diversity is important, isn't 
just advertising it, is actually seeing it. We see people that are different from us every single day, I usually think that I'm proud to 
go to NC State where we promote our differences. My suggestion: Put forth a program that cuts down on the stereotypical/crude 
jokes. A campaign to sign up saying we'd never use inappropriate slurs and respect the pack. Something along those lines that 
would start with some students and peer pressure others into stop using stereotypical sayings. We had something similar at our 
high school and it worked pretty well. 

White Male 

I think that the effort is working well, but due to the type of people that come to state racial tensions will be an issue no matter 
how many pointless activities or workshops you organize for some time to come. 

White Male 

I believe that the proper response to incidence is very supportive of diversity efforts on campus. I believe that people learn 
through experience and that for every mistake there is an opportunity to learn. It is understood by most that diversity is good for a 
campus and for our society, however some individuals and groups have ideas about diversity that will remain the same regardless 
of how much this topic is addressed. However, as someone with an open mind to differing opinions, I feel that I have definitely 
benefited in some way by being involved in the issues around our campus. 

White Male 

I think that there are excellent centers and programs dedicated to increasing awareness and respect for diversity issues at NC 
State. In my personal experience with diversity, I think the main problem is that students are simply coming in with very little 
knowledge about diversity and some unhelpful preconceptions that render the efforts of the university to foster inclusion and 
respect less effective. Still, even thought the "fault" may not lie with the university, I firmly believe the "responsibility" does. One 
absolutely ubiquitous problem in my Physics classes is use of the word "gay" as a synonym for "bad". Also, there is a plurality of 
sexist comments (meant as good natured jokes with the female minority, but often resented by these women). The university 
needs to discuss with staff and faculty that these transgression are violations of the student code of conduct on equal footing with 
academic misconduct. While cheating is explicitly discouraged by professors and addressed immediately if noticed in the 
classroom, these interpersonal transgressions are not. I think faculty and staff need greater encouragement to intervene in these 
situations, and even to send students to Student Conduct. The students who are causing the problems I see are anchored in their 
ignorance and resentful of efforts to change their mind. I am convinced that they will only respond to punitive measures taken 
against them or at least noted as a potential consequence of their actions. 

White Male 

I think NC State's overemphasis of diversity is a bit overwhelming. I came to the school for its diversity (my previous university 
was severely lacking), and I do appreciate the diversity here, but the way NC State flaunts it can be a bit annoying. I don't think 
NC State needs to make such a big deal about it. I think that our reputation will grow based on the quality of our diversity alone, 
not because we brag about itconstantly. 

White Male 

You are asking the wrong person as I do not want diversity - I only want excellence. If excellence comes from only the same 
group, I am fine with it. If excellence comes from many different groups, that is fine. But diversity for the sake of diversity is 
wrong. I want to be expsed to the best professors regardless of their background. I want my classmates to challenge me and 
acheive excellence themselves. 

White Male 
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7 2015 Campus Climate Survey: Undergraduate Students: 
h1: What do you think is working well at NC State to support diversity on campus?


Open-End Comments (Topic: Diversity is Overemphasized)
	

h1 Race Gender 
I think NCSU is working too hard and wasting too much money on diversity. Here's the answer: Get over yourself. Grow up. 
You're not special. / / If you want a more positive message, well someone much smarter than me articulated it really well: "I have 
a dream that my four little children will one day live in a nation where they will not be judged by the color of their skin but by the 
content of their character." / / Need I say more? Focusing on the differences is toxic. Let's focus on people's character. If they're 
an idiot, they're an idiot - it doesn't matter what they look like. If they're a jerk, they're a jerk - color or preferences don't matter. 
And if they're great, well, they're great based on their own merit. / / Is this really that hard? If you still can't figure it out - raise 
your right hand, cut your hair, and join the military. The military is the most diverse organization in the universe, and guess what? 
No one is special. And surprisingly, it works really, really well. 

White Male 

It is seriously annoying the amount of diversity that is being shoved down our throats. We get it. White Male 
NC State is extremely welcoming and supportive. White Male 
Center's like the woman's center, GLBT center and Multi-cultural center are doing a great job at creating sustained support for 
diversity on campus. The diverse faculty at NCSU are also extremely important for supporting diversity on campus. 

White Male 

This survey.... man, this is sad. A student commits suicide and the school doesn't bat an eye, but someone gets offended by an 
off the cuff comment and we get a survey in the mail about "climate'. (Seriously, you cant just say race or ethnic issues, we have 
to sugar coat this turd still?) The promotion of diversity is an absolute joke. Let's make sure we meet a quota of Asians, Indians, 
French, and Other and then fill in the blanks with Americans. This model is complete garbage. A friend in high school applied to 
NCSU. He was not the smartest person I knew, but he cared and he tried. Due to his grades he was not given a chance, even 
though most of his family graduated from NCSU. Instead, people like my first roommate were admitted, by my guess because of 
the country listed on their passport. Guess what my roommate was doing second semester, because I do not know the answer to 
that. He was thrown out of school and sent back to China. That is a great show of the joke that is the quota system which is 
blatantly employed by all universities including NCSU. It is sad. / / Is NCSU diverse? Sure, its an engineering school that draws 
students from all over the world. You do not need to force the percentages to face a more favorable spread. Over promoting 
diversity, like it is now, is a joke. I am forced to take a US diversity class. Okay, I can live with that, but upon inspection of the 
class list I realized the goal of the USD credit. Ninety percent of the classes listed are in the realm of African American studies. 
Then there is a class or two devoted to a few other races/backgrounds. There are more races that make up a diverse community, 
not just the African American race. I am dreading having to take the USD credit and I have been constantly watching for some 
way out of the credit. I have friends that are from Korea and I would like to take a class that focuses on their culture. That should 
be a USD class, but nope. I guess sayings things are always black and white applies here? / / If you have made it this far, 
honestly I am shocked. You can take my view how ever you want, as a pissed off realist, or a racist prick. Honestly I do not care, 
sort of how people should feel when they hear disparaging comments made about things covered in this lovely survey. Every day 
my roommate and I say some of the worst things to each other. Do you want to know why? Because it is funny and we can laugh 
because we both know the things we are saying are irrelevant to what we will be doing in the next 5 seconds. The people that cry 
about their feelings getting hurt are doing it for one reason, attention. Sure, the person that said th 

White Trans 
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8 2015 Campus Climate Survey: Undergraduate Students: 
h1: What do you think is working well at NC State to support diversity on campus?

Open-End Comments (Topic: Diversity is Overemphasized) 

h1 Race Gender 
Although being respectful and understanding of diversity is something I think is important and I personally enjoy experiencing other 
cultures and meeting different people. I do not think its the University's place to interfere and devote so much effort in this goal. If 
someone wants to be a hermit or express hate speech, fine let them. Hate speech is part of free speech its not very enjoyable to 
listen to but who is to decide whats what? Being open to all ideas is what will create a better more understanding environment 
where nothing is censored. How is someone suppose to address why someone is upset at a certain type of people if half of what 
someone says is considered "hate speech". / Banning a certain type of speech doesn't help heal any wounds it just covers it up 
and lets it fester and it still lingers. Having an open conversation will expose any fallacies and more likely to change someones 
mind. How can someone say that they're tolerant of everyone except those that are intolerant? Hate is a human emotion just like 
all the others, sure its ugly cousin of the other less flattering emotions but denying its existant doesn't seem too "progressive". 
/ Just because someone has an idea that's different doesn't mean they should be discriminated against. Fighting discrimination 
with discrimination creates irony. I think that all people have a right to go to this University, and this war on creating diversity is 
quite silly to me. There's no need to create more diversity, everyone is very different already. / University's job is to educate and 
help students secure jobs. This well-rounded philophical moulding of students should not be part of the education. / This is an 
interesting topic that I would love to discuss with people or at least put more time into creating an more organizied paper of my 
thoughts. But I'm going to wrap up with a story about the time I met a "racist"(bigot i dont know). I met an Swiss German that I 
spent a few months with one summer. It was very pleasant hanging out with this man and he seemed like a kind person. That was 
until you mentioned "Serbs". This man did not like Serbians at all, and was quite adament about his hatred. I did ask why and what 
I got was a very sad story. Apparently he use to live in Bosnia during a very troubled war filled period of time where he lost his 
family to a militant Serbian group. Now I don't think he will ever like a Serbian and I don't think anyone should force him to either.So 
in conclusion to the question about NCSU support of diversity, I think the efforts put forthe to counter-act discrimination stifles the 
freedom of speech. 

White Trans 

nothing, we shouldn't support this bullshit propaganda made to push liberal political thought. You claim to love inclusion, but if I 
don't think everything and anything is favorable(that means no value, dignity, or rules to hold yourself to), then I am excluded, 
shunned, called a bigot, and they say I'm afraid of fags for some reason. If you don't act happy with all the bullshit, and aren't a 
good little secularist, then you are viewed as negative in terms of professionalism, and social places here. You are extremely 
biased and present misinformation to students about this daily. I can only imagine how bad you fuck up some people by telling 
them to go cut their dick off and take hormones. really, wtf have we come to? Does nobody have dignity? Are you all fat lazy 
shitwads too apathetic to even care about soceity? do you have no values? Why are colleges targeting young people to push this 
liberal propoganda? do you think youre enlightened on some bullshit about society can thrive, because socialism and secularism 
are described in every shitty future scenario there is. I hate this school, and everyone running it. fuck you and I bid you a due. 
/ yippeekayee motherfucker 

White Trans 

I think the campus does a lot to promote acceptance of groups that are perceived to be less powerful in American society, and I 
would argue goes overboard in thatregard. 

White Trans 

Nothing. NC State is a school with a conservative student body ruled by money. And everyone is obsessed with alcohol. White Trans 
I think the actions taken by the university when extreme cases arise in terms of sexual assault show that ncsu has no place for 
that. However, the wolf alerts that are not confirmed (later said to be fake) make students laugh and not take the matters 
seriously. I have many teachers from different backgrounds- it is helpful when their English is fluent. I love learning from people 
from all over however it can hinder ones learning if we cannot fully understand. / 

Mult race Female 

Literally, nothing. I have never been more annoyed by someone trying to shove something down my throat before. Mult race Female 
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9 2015 Campus Climate Survey: Undergraduate Students: 
h1: What do you think is working well at NC State to support diversity on campus?

Open-End Comments (Topic: Diversity is Overemphasized) 

h1 Race Gender 
Rallying behind causes that do not in any way criticize another group. / / Aka not lecturing on how there's too much white privilege 
or male privilege; but rather educating people on the accomplishments of women and other races. PUSHING AN ELEVATED 
GROUP DOWN TO EQUAL THE LEVEL OF AN UNDERREPRESENTED OR UNDERPRIVILEGED GROUP IS NOT 
PROGRESSIVE. ITS A STEP BACKWARDS. / / Rallying behind good causes makes people better. / The best example of 
positive attitudes regarding diversity I've seen while at state is the way the campus and city rallied behind "Our Three Winners" 
after the shooting in Chapel Hill. They were phenomenal people whose good deeds were emphasized after their death, and the 
cause became devoted to elevating 3 Muslim students for who they were, not about bashing the crazy privileged white man who 
committed a terrible act. This is how a group unites. This is how people encourage one another rather than encouraging hate. This 
is how we become a stronger, better Wolf-Pack. 

Mult race Female 

I think NC State is making students aware of diversity, but I think there is too much of a fad-like feel to it (like NC State is just 
doing it to fill a requirement). Because of this, some of the information is a little extreme, and even stereotypical towards people 
of "privilege" as my diversity class referred to people like me. This can make students of a certain background feel alienated. 

Mult race Male 
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